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QUESTION 1

As an implementation consultant, you are required to set some approvals under Manage Employment tasks as Auto
Approve. 

Which two items need to be specified while defining the BPM Worklist Rule for auto-approval? 

A. Enter APPROVE in the Auto Action field. 

B. Set up dynamic approval rule. 

C. Enter AUTO APPROVE in the Auto Action field. 

D. Set Auto Action Enabled to True. 

E. Select Number of Levels as 0. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

You want to modify the look and behavior of the application through profile options. When you try to modify it, you are
unable to perform the action. Which statement is true regarding profile options? 

A. You cannot modify the contents of the existing profile options without saving them after creation. 

B. You can modify the contents of the existing profile options, but your manager must enable them for modification. 

C. You can modify the contents of the existing profile options, but the system administrator must enable them for
modification. 

D. You can modify the contents of the existing profile options, but you must enable them for modification. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

An HR Representative enters the employee details in the application as part of hiring process. In the Roles tab, the HR
Representative sees that an appropriate data role is already available with the provisioning method of Automatic. The
employee is required to be associated with an additional role of Compensation Specialist. However, on clicking the Add
Role button available in the same page the HR Representative is unable to retrieve any roles which can be added. 

Identify the cause of this. 

A. The HR Representative does not have the appropriate role to add the role. 

B. Appropriate role mapping rules are not defined for the data role with Self-requestable check box checked. 

C. Appropriate role mapping rules are not defined for the data role with Requestable check box checked. 

D. Appropriate role mapping rules are not defined for the data role with Autoprovision check box checked. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An HR representative enters employee details in the application as part of the hiring process. On the Review page, the
HR representative notices that Person Number does not show any number, but indicates "Generated Automatically". 

Identify the option that relates to this intended behavior. 

A. Person Number at the Enterprise Level is set to Manual. 

B. Person Number at the Enterprise Level is set to Automatic before submission. 

C. Person Number at the Enterprise Level is set to Automatic after final save. 

D. Worker Number at the Enterprise Level is set to Manual. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A manager returned from US Subsidiary after a period of 3 months to his source location of UK Subsidiary. 

Which is the option a Human Resource representative should exercise to re-instate the manager\\'s records in the
source legal employer? 

A. Create another assignment with the return date as the effective date. 

B. Entering the return will automatically re-instate the record on the return date. 

C. Deploy a Descriptive Flexfiled to capture the return date. Update this segment with the actual return date to reinstate
the record. 

D. Initiate the End Global Temporary Assignment action and specify a return date. The global temporary assignment is
terminated and the assignment\\'s in the source legal employer are reinstated automatically on the return date. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

An enterprise operates in a country where contract information is required for employees. 

What type of employment model can the enterprise use? 

A. multiple assignments with contracts 

B. single assignment with contracts 

C. multiple assignments 

D. single assignment 
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E. contract assignment 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Which option represents the basis on which approval routing policies can be defined? 

A. Employee Supervisor Hierarchy, Position Hierarchy, Job Levels, Approval Groups, Organization Hierarchy 

B. Employee Supervisor Hierarchy, Position Hierarchy, Job Levels 

C. Employee Supervisor Hierarchy, Position Hierarchy, Job Levels, Approval Groups 

D. Employee Supervisor Hierarchy, Position Hierarchy, Grades, Approval Groups, Organization Hierarchy 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

The line manager of an employee is also the HR manager for that employee. The Promotion approval rules state that a
transaction should be approved by the line manager followed by HR. If this employee receives a promotion, the
approval will go to the manager twice. The customer requires that when approvers repeat in the routing chain, only one
approval notification should be triggered to such approvers. 

What steps in Business Process Management (BPM) Worklist should you perform to meet this requirement? 

A. Change the Task Aggregation configuration to Once Per Task. 

B. Change the value of Complete task Immediately When Participant Chooses to Approve. 

C. Select Allow Participants To Edit Future Participants. 

D. Deselect Allow Participants To Edit Future Participants. 

E. Select Allow All Participants To Route Task To Other Participants. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 9

You are part of a new implementation and have the seeded HR Specialist role. You are able to find all the workers in
Person Gallery, but not able to view a single worker on the Person Management page. Identify two reasons for this. 

A. The Person Security Profile in the data role, which is attached to the seeded HR Specialist application role, does not
allow the person access to data. 

B. The Person Profile is not created for any of the employees in the new instance. 

C. The Refresh Manager Hierarchy process is not run in the instance. 
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D. The seeded HR Specialist role does not have access to hire the worker in the instance. 

E. The Public Person Security Profile is set up as View All Workers in the data role, which is attached to the seeded HR
Specialist application role. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 10

An employee starts employment with her company in France next month. She was employed by the enterprise in the
United States for several years, but resigned two years ago. Identify the correct statement about the person number for
the employee. 

A. The employee has a person record with the enterprise so she will continue with the same person number. 

B. The employee gets a new person number for her employment in France if the legal employer sequence is used for
person number. 

C. The employee continues with her old person number if global sequence is used for person number. 

D. The employee\\'s new person number will be her previous number suffixed by -1. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

An IT company\\'s consulting department based in Bangalore goes for two team outing events every year. 

However, the support department, also based in Bangalore, goes for four team outing events every year. All employees
in these departments go for the respective team outing events. 

How should you define the calendar events? 

A. Use Geographic Hierarchy as the Hierarchy type for the calendar event. 

B. Use Line Manager Hierarchy as the Hierarchy type for the calendar event. 

C. Use Absence Approval Hierarchy as the Hierarchy type for the calendar event. 

D. Use Organization Hierarchy as the Hierarchy type for the calendar event. 

E. Use Project Manager Hierarchy as the Hierarchy type for the calendar event. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

If multiple people update a performance rating for a competency on a worker\\'s profile, what is used to provide a unique
identifier for each instance of the competency so what you can determine who provided what rating? 

A. educational establishment 
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B. rating model 

C. content subscriber 

D. instance qualifier 

E. content library 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

If there is only one valid grade for a job or position, the value will be automatically defaulted in the grade field. 

This can be achieved only if ______. 

A. enforce Valid Grades (Y/N) is set to Y in the profile options 

B. default the Grade from Job/Position (Y/N) is set to Y in the profile options 

C. default the Grade from Job/Position (Y/N) is set to N in the profile options 

D. enforce Valid Grades (Y/N) is set to N in the profile options 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

There has been a re-organization requiring all the employees of Department A to be moved to Department 

B. Which option will enable this activity to be addressed in a single request? 

A. Run the Refresh Manager Hierarchy process. 

B. Run the Synchronize Person Records process. 

C. Run the Mass Update process. 

D. Run the Send Pending LDAP Requests process. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

As an HR Administrator, you want to add an additional assignment for an existing worker. You access the worker\\'s
information via the Manage Employment task, select Update, and enter an Effective Date, but you are unable to select
the Add Assignment action from the Action field drop-down. 

What is preventing you from selection the action? 

A. Employment Model 2-Tier multiple assignments have not been enabled at the enterprise and/or the legal entity level 
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B. The employee already has multiple assignments within that legal employer 

C. The employee has a suspended assignment 

D. The employee has no active work relationships 

Correct Answer: C 
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